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Louis Guttman
1916-1987

Louis Guttman, Scientific Director of the Israel Institute of Social Research
and Professor of Social and Measurement at Hebrew of Jerusalem,
died on October 1981 in the city of his childhood. For his work in psychological
scaling he was considered (Deutsch, ~~~t~9 Senghaas, 1971) to be a contributor to one
of the 62 basic innovations in the social sciences of the 20th century ( ~ ~&reg;&reg;~~ 9~~~a Throughout
his he held in academic and associations as well as in gover-n~ment
agencies in the U.S. and Israel.

Louis Guttman was radical whose was marl&oelig;d by and
reformulating the 6g&reg;~~~~~~9~~ ~ great teacher who would assist his students at the crucial points
and a charismatic with an unusual presence. his contributions to the
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various domains of have been and include works
in analysis and reliability it was not until the advent of his facet that felt
he was &dquo;doing&dquo; psychology and and was actual substantive laws for human
behavior.

Guttman’s Facet Theory:
A for Theory Construction

In a recent to university faculty members, Louis Guttman his audience
~ correlation matrix like the following (but much larger):
.14

.32 .63

.36 .58 ,55

.02.31 J..38

.31 .17 ,00 .51 040

.21 .18 .43 .16 .34 .06
~43 ~07 ~20 ~19 .24 ~61 .78

and &dquo;&dquo;What is the most salient feature of this observed matrix?&dquo; Quite a few
eve!!1! ingenious responses were but none of them seemed satisfactory. Finally,
an almost embarrassingly long time, the obvious was noticed: In that rather matrix
all coefficients were non-negative. This simple story ~~~~~~~°~~~~ ~ typical in Guttman’s
scientific work, that of the essentials of a complex situation first.
in a matrix was associated Guttman with common range for the

observed items. Observational items questionnaire items) have a common range if a a single
substantive concept ranks the set of possible responses to each of them. The attempt to identify
correspondences between a conceptual aspect of observational items and an empirical aspect
of the observations central to Guttman’ $ scientific contribution. he has defined scientific
as &dquo;an hypothesis of a correspondence between a definitional system for a universe of
observations ~~ aspect of the structure of those observations, together with a
rationale for such an

Items whose range is ordered from very positive to very negative by the concept of
G’behavior towards an were defined as attitude items, the way for the ~b~°~~~~ Law
of Attitude&dquo;. ~6~~ any two items are selected from the universe of attitude items ~~~~~~~ ~ given
and if the observed is not selected then the population regressions
between these tr ~ items be monotone and with or zero ~~~~o ~ A similar &dquo;First Law
of was formulated for intelligence items, defined as those with range from very
correct to very incorrect with respect to an objective rule.

These laws summarized phenomena that had been observed for some
time, that correlations between mental tests between attitudes) almost always turn
out to be Guttma!!1!’ contribution here is twofoldi the very that these
observations an to state as and (2) the attempt to state a formal
for intelligence items (not just &dquo;intelligence&dquo;) for attitude items (not G~atti8
without of course, such laws can be formulated. The value of laws for
scientific can be great indeed> A law summarizes past and tells researchers
what to expect (i.e., the null is). On the it ~~~~~~~~ ~
for future Under what circumstances does the law not hold? How can
it be refigzed-for instance, mere correlation signs?
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e latter that of finer structural to which much of Guttman’s efforts
were devoted in recent years, and for which advanced facet theory (or, more correctly, facet
!f the concept common to all item ranges to be determines
the boundaries of the content universe delineated the items, concepts that item domain
(questions determine the internal structure of that universe. concept which the
part of an item set may be classified was termed a domain ~°~~~~ (Guttman, For
example, the facet 6~~~h~~~~~ may attitude items to whether they
~h~ cognitive, or instrumental kinds of behavior. The facet &dquo;’Life A1fea&dquo; may
items according to whether they ask about housing, work, leisure, health, family life,
a course, any of of domain facets may classify a given item set.

~~~~ to Scaling
In multidimensional to which he has contributed Smallest Space Analysis (SSA;

Guttman, 1968), Guttman a simple procedure of transcending the limitations of
factor analysis, one that permits of hypotheses formulated in terms of domain facets. The
procedure provides a straightforward visual of ~~h~~ he called content universe.
If this physical of item space can be systematically into in
accordance with domain facets, a correspondence is established between an aspect of the con-
framework and an aspect of the structure of the
that ~~9 ~ theory has been advanced.

A unidimensional item space where all items were found to lie on a line was termed a

A two-dimensional item space may be found to be into conce!!1!tric
or ordered sections, giving rise to patterns termed or radex (Guttman,
~ three-dimensional item spaces, apherex, and other may be
observed. The essential to note, however, that all of these patterns are definable only
on the basis of some substantive or domain facets. Guttman proposed the
radex (Guttman, and later the of intelligence items; the ~&reg;~°~~ of intergroup
beliefs and actions (Guttman, 1959); the radex of well-being (which he regarded as a of
d so on. ~~~1~~~~~~ ° the &dquo;behavior&dquo; of content faceb in SSA spaces have led to
the notion roles in facets in research domains (Levy, 1985; Shye, 197s).

Guttman advocated the of data and research content, and was
critical of research which focused on data condensation with little regard to potential lawfulness
in substantive contents; he was also critical of routine of statistical inference meth-
~~~4 ~~ which statistical significance scientific significance. This was ! ~~~~~~~9 his
most message as scientific director of the Israel Institute of Applied Social
Research. In this respect ~~~~ 9~ views are remarkably like those of Thurstone, the great
psychouaetrician who had probably influenced him more than any other scholar.

Guttman was quite with the way the concept of cumulative &dquo;Guttman
for individuals was and particularly by what he as the
antiscientific of constructing such scales. The scalability of a item set selected by
an a content criterion is an hypothesis which may or may be confirmed (£lut°ln~az3,
1971). More often it is not, and the methods of multiple scaling (Partial Order Scalograma
Analysis; alre necessary to among individuals their observed profiles.

The technical problem that fascinated Louis Guttman the most was that of characterizing
between the item space structures the content and the profile
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space structures the He had the initial observation that the Guttman
a unidimensional space, to a a zero-dimensional item space.
But what next? is the of the item space lower by 1 that of the profile
When he suggested this as a for Ph.D. he directed his at
me and said in an intentional and pensive tone: &dquo;If I were younger, would work on this problem
Two years when I submitted my thesis to hue reminded of this comment.

Louis’ death is a great to the social and behavioral science but the great
contributions he has made to the field an indeed research for his
many students and eolleagues*

Samuel Shye
Jerusalem, Israel
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